VALUES
newsletter

Values are principles that guide
our thinking and our behaviour.

This
month’s
value is

Your beliefs become your thoughts, your thoughts become
your words, your words become your actions, your actions
become your habits, your habits become your values, your
values become your destiny.” Mahatma Gandhi

PATIENCE
Patience is…
… being able to wait until it’s time
… staying calm and not becoming
annoyed
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Patience links with several of our other values such as self-control and perseverance and I hope your
children showed it in the lead up to Christmas if you were celebrating it!

.

You might want to share with your
.
child what patience looks
like:
People who show patience:
 Wait until it’s time.
 Stay calm and don’t become annoyed.
 Wait without complaining.
People who show patience realise:
 That staying relaxed and calm makes you
feel better on the inside.
 Staying happy and optimistic increases
your self-control.
 Meditating can help control your
emotions.
People show patience by:
 Waiting without complaining.
 Maintaining eye contact and nodding to
show interest.
 Staying relaxed, calm, happy and
optimistic

Someone who really shows patience in their work is Adrian
Grey, the pioneer of stone balancing art. Over the last 14
years he has been exploring the fine art of balance. Using
carefully selected weathered stones he creates sculptures
that range in size from desk top balances to monumental
6m installations.

https://www.stonebalancing.com/

Challenge: Could you show patience and make
something tricky balance at home? Take a
photo and bring it into school or email it to
office@coppettswood.barnetmail.net and we
will add them to the display in the main
entrance and share them in the newsletter!
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This month’s art work…
The Eiffel Tower
By George Seurat
Seurat used a technique called pointillism to create
his painting. He painted using tiny dots of colours
directly on the canvas, without mixing the
paint. This way when you stand a distance away, the
dots seem to blend in into the desired colour. This
painting is to remind us of the importance of
patience which Seurat must have had lots of when
creating this painting.

